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Suomen Tunturisuunnistus – Finnish Fell Orienteering
Ylläs 4.–5.8.2018
Competition instructions
The competition rules of Suomen Suunnistusliitto (the Finnish Orienteering Association) and
additional instructions given by the competition organizer are followed.
Organization
Event director Tero Taulavuori, p. 040 8481665, taulavuori<at>kotikone.fi
Course setter Arto Vilppola
Course advisor Raimo Tolonen, LänRa
Info Heidi Tolvanen, p. 050 3545265, tolvanen.heidi<at>gmail.com
Result service Risto Kivinen/Result Fellows, risto.kivinen<at>resultfellows.com
Media Risto Luodonpää, p. 040 8201781, risto.luodonpaa<at>suomenmaa.fi
Start Antti Kalapudas
First aid SPR Kolari / Ira Pääkkölä
Competition center Tapani Heikkuri
Parking Jani Konstenius.
Jury Chairman Antti Härkönen, Pudasjärven Urheilijat, members Annika Vaara, Lapin Veikot and
Matti Kivelä, Hiidenkiertäjät.
Terrain
The terrain contains mostly on well runnable forest to open areas. Height differences are relatively
high. Competition area is mostly in the area of Pallas-Yllästunturi national park which means very
few vegetation boundaries can be found. Some of the paths are covered with gravel and some are
wide. A few main path is marked with wider dotted line.
The border of Pallas-Yllästunturi national park is marked on the map with green dotted line. In
terrain the white painted markings are on trees and posts and can be difficult to notice in some
places.
Map
Size of the map is A3. Maps are in plastic cover. Control descriptions are printed on the map. Scale
of the map is 1: 25 000 or 1: 30 000 depending on the class. Course interval is 5 m. Maps in
competitive classes are numbered. In fitness classes team numbers are not printed on the map so the
correct class should be checked.
Starts
On saturday there is a mass start for competitive classes at 14:00 and fitness classes at 14:15.
Distance to the start from competition center is 1300 m.
On sunday there is a mass start for competitive classes at 9:30 and fitness classes 9:45.
Distance to the start from competition center is 800 m.
Blue-yellow markings lead to the start from competition center on both days and it must be
followed! Starting places will be taken as it is shown in the separate chart at latest 15 minutes
before own start time. Maps will be given to competiors' hands but it is not allowed to turn the map
before starting signal.
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Controls and punching
Emit-punching is used. Each pair will be using two Emit-cards. Pair must stay together at all times
during the competition, and visit all controls together. Control descriptions are printed on the map,
and there are no separate description sheets available. Punching must be done so that control frame
is not damaged.
Competitors must reset Emit-cards on the way to the start. Competitors are responsible on the
functionality of the Emit-card and that correct card is used. Model control in the competition canter
can be used to check the card. Changes to emit card numbers can be made at the competition info
before start. Rental emit cards are available at the competition info for 5€. The fee for a lost or
unreturned rental EMIT card is 80 euro.
GPS-tracking
On saturday the gGPS-tracking is used for all pairs of classes H21A, D21A, HDA, D32, D38, H32
and H38. On sunday gps-tracking is used for the saturdays top teams in classes H21A, D21A,
HDA, HA and DA. Tracking device will be given on the way to the start.
Own GPS-device and mobile phone during the competition
GPS-device without map screen is allowed to use. Devices with real time GPS-information is
forbidden excluding gps-device from the organizer. Recorded GPS-information is not allowed to
use to promote performance. Uploading of recorded routedata to internet is not allowed to do before
ending of the competition on sunday at 15:00.
For safety reasons own mobile phone can be carried but it must be turned off during the race and
can be used only in emergency. Pictures of the map shall not be taken.
Finish
Both pairs must come to the finish together. Punching on the finish line must be done. Last
punching of the pair gives the finish time. Both pairs must come to the punch checking together on
the same unit. Finish will be closed at 19:00 on first day and at 15:00 on 2nd day.
Competition center
Competition center is located at Navettagalleria Karilantie 31, 95970 Äkäslompolo. Competition
info and competitoon office are open on friday 18.00-21.00, saturday 10.00-19.00 and sunday 8.0015.00.
Lunch will bw served at Navettagalleria on both days at 12 euro price. Also sausage, coffee, fresh
drinks and pastries.
Competition material
Kcompetition numbers are available in competition center near info.Take your own safety pins for
attaching the competition number. Same number is used on both days.
Emit backup cards are available at infos and emit-reset point. Competitors are responsible for taking
the backup card.
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Chenges to the competitor information during saturday or sunday is charged by 5 euro.
First aid and drinks
The competition center contains a first aid site. Additionally, there is a first aid location in the
competition area on both days (marked in the competition map). In the map there is also a phone
number, which can be used to get help in emergencies. Taking a mobile phone to competition is
allowed for safety reasons, but it must not be used for orienteering. Usin 112-app is recommended.
Own drinks are recommended. In the terrain there is a possibility to get more water at first aid point
if needed. Drinking water and sports drink are available at finish.
WC-, dressing- and washing facilities
10 toilets are available at the competition center. Washing and dressing facilities are located at the
school of Äkäslompolo on saturday 12.30 – 20.00 and sunday 8.00 – 16.00. Equipment can be left
for safe to the school during competition.
Interruption
Competitors that interrupt the competition must go to the finish and announce during emit check.
Fitness classes
Entries to fitness classes can be done at the competition info on Saturday until 12:00 and Sunday
until 8:00. Late announcements can be made to individual classes only. Fitness class fee when the
announcement is done at the competition info is 25e/person/day. Mass start saturday at 14:15 and
sunday at 9:45
Prizes
On Sunday the competition prices are given based on the combined results of both days. Prices are
given immediately as the results are clear and can be picked from the info. Only classes H21A,
D21A and HDA prize giving ceremony is taken.
80th competitor crossing the finish line is awarded on both days for the honor of Pallas-Yllästunturi
national park.
Conservation
Any kind of garbage is not allowed to leave in the terrain! Only trash can in the terrain is located
at the first aid point.
Welcome!
Alatornion Pirkat ry
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Classes, maps, distances and climbs
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Competiton center and the way to the washing facility
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